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America's public education systems are in the process of coping with a dilemma created by
the current educational reform movement. On one hand, many politicians, educatori, and
citizens agree that schemes such as merit pay and master teacher plans should be implemented to
reward outstanding teacher& Twenty-six- states are presently involved with plans to .reward
outstanding performance (Cornett and Weeks, 1985). On the other,band, professional eclUeators
have historically been unable to agree on a satisfactory, definition of outstanding te'aching.
Teaching has been characterized as so complex ancL context-dependent that it mar not be
reducible to a definition which is widely accepted Within the teaching rank.

Although the public now appears willing to provide higher salaries through merit pay, career
ladders, and master teacher plans, educators may not have the ability to respondadequately.
Teacher acceptance of these plans appears crucial to their success, but it may be impossible to
articulate a definition of outstanding teacher which would make such plans work. It is incUMbent
upon the education profession to demonstrate that it can develop practical definitions whicih will
be acceptable to those affected. The challenge will be to devise criteria of outstanding terching
which go beyond the need to satisfy the popular outcry and serve to improve the teaching
profession by helping these plans succeed.

Whether the profession can respond adequately to this challenge may be demonstrated in
twepty Maine school systems which are pilot testing the state's new certification law. At thetime of
this Ns riting, sixteen of these systems have devised lists of criteria for identifying outstanding
teachers (described as Master Teachers in the Maine law). After reviewing past efforts to define
outstanding teaching, this study examines the content and nature of Maine's locally-devised
definitions from three perspectives: (a) the criteria which have been proposed by local committees,
(b) the acceptability of such criteria to a broad cross-section of Maine teachers, and (c) the
comparability of what has been proposed to what appears acceptable.

In order to facilitate comparison and analysis of the proposed lists, a framework is developed
for categorizing and classifying the content and nature of criteria. This framework is derived from
the categorization scheme utilized in Tennessee's Career Ladder Program and from the type of
variables commonly used in research on teaching. It serves as the basis for describing the sixteen
locally developed lists and the criteria which comprise them.

The design and results of a survey which was used to assess Maine teachers' perceptions of
su:4: ested criteria are also described. The analysis of this survey provides information about the
content and nature of criteria which are most Ince.), to be accepted or rejected by a broad
cross-section of Maine teachers.

The final analysis explores the congruence between the criteria preferences oflocal committees
(with extensive teacher involvement) and the criteria preferences of Maine teachers. Based on this
analysis, recommendations are made which should help the designers of future criteria lists.

The author conducted a comprehensive study of the criteria which sixteen Maine school
systems have proposed for selecting master teachers. This paper Summarizes the study and
addresses the design of outstanding teacher selection programs in light of the study's results. It is
divided into four sections: (a) a summary of the problem, methodology, and results; (b) conclusions
drawn from the results; (c) limitations of the study; and (d) implications of the study.
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Summary")

Many of the state level educational reforms which liave swept the country haVe included a
component aimed at selecting outstanding teachers for s jal recognition, status; or pay. Educators
have agreed that teacher acceptance of suck plans is cruciato their success and that the selection
criteria utilized may affect their levIl of acceptance flowever., there has been,littieagreement on
what constitutes a definition of outstanding teacher and little gas been leanted abOut what criteria
are suitable for selecting one. In order to make recognition plairs successful, we tiust learn more

,about outstanding teacher criteria and how teachemperceivethem.
The study was aimed at learning more about such criteria by, fpcusing on th`ose proposed_in

sixteen Maine sites. Three research questions addressed various aspecip?f Maine's locally developed
criteria. The first question was:

What content and characteristics describe the master teacher criteria lisp utilized in the Maine
pilot sites?

A detailed examination of the criteria adopted in sixteen Maine sites was condUcted. Criteria and,
subsequently, criteria lists were compared on: a) thebasis ofa conceptual framedrk derived from
the content categories used in the Tennessee Career Ladder Program, b) the tyrks Of criteria used
in research on teaching, and c) criteria inference level.

The categorization scheme used by Tennessee in its Career 'Ladder Progiam was deemed
appropriate for describing criteria atent. The Tennessee criteria list is familiar to Many practitidners
since it has been widely publicized, distributed, and discussed. his typtcal of schemes which have
been used to group teacher competencies and behaviorl for various purposes (Vincent, 1986),

The Tennessee list is divided into six categoriek; planning for% instructiOn, delivery of
instruction, evaluation of student progress, classroom management, proiessional leadership,_and
baiic communication skills. Most Maine lists contained criteria from all \of these categories, but
with varying emphasis. Items like those from Tennessee's Ptofessional Leadership Category (28%)\
and Classroom Management (16%) were also utilized extensively. The remaining three categories
[Evaluation of Student Progress (8%), Planning for Instruction (8%), and Basic Communicatidn
Skills (7%)] were represented but accounted for a smaller portion of the lists.

Several types of criteria can be used to address the same content. The four types used in the
study are based on descriptions of variables found in the literature relating to research on
teaching. The process and outcome types are closely related to the process-product paradigm.
They are widely used to describe the independent and dependent variables in studies of teacher
effectiveness (e.g., ERS 1983; Medley 1985; Ryans 1960). The input and context types are based on
the presage and context variables described by Dunkin and Biddle (1974) and Gage (1978). The
following example of criteria show how the same content can be expressed in terms of the four
different types.

Input criteria deal with predetermined teacher characteristics or qualities. e.g. The teacher
knows how to write lesson pians.

Process criteria describe what a teacher does. e.g. The teacher writes lesson plans.
Outcome criteria deal with outcomes of a teacher's work. e.g. As a result of lesson planning,

classes are well organized.
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Context criteria always tie the variable to some condition such as grade level, subject area, age
of students, or community expectations. e.g. The teacher writes lesson plans which are appropriate
for the grade being taught.

The Maine lists were primarily composed of process criteria (89%). Input criteria 'were
sparsely used (8%) while context specific criteria (1%) and outcome criteria (0.4%) were practically
non-existent.

In addition to differences in content and type, criteria differ in specificityor inference level.
High inference items are abstnctly stated in broad or general terms. They cannot be ra4edwithout
making a judgment. Low inference items refer to specific qualities, characteristirs, behaviors, or
outcomes. They are clearly observable or measurable.

Maine criteria were usually worded in high inference or abstract terms (85%). Few of them
could be applied without using a great deal of rater judgment.

The comparison of the sixteen Maine lists was relatively simple, since all but two were
predominantly composed of criteria of the same type (process) and inference level (high). A
comparison on the basis of content, revealed four distinct list models.

The lists which fell into each model were remarkably similar to each other. The Tennessee
model (4 lists) closely paralleled the original Tennessee List. The short comprehensive model (7
lists) contained fcwer items than the Tennessee model but was comprised of criteria which were
similar to Tennessee's. The professional leadership model (4 lists) was dominated by items from
the Professional Leadership category. The classroom instruction model (I list)contained primarily
Delivery of Instruction and Planning for Instruction items.

The second research question was:

What criteria content and characteristics will a random sample of Maine Teachers accept or
rtlect for inclusion in a definition of outstanding teacher?

This question was probed through the design and administaiion ofa questionnaire. One hundred
eighty-seven Maine teachers rated various content and criteria for acceptability and measurability.
In general, these respondents indicated that most content topics were both acceptable and
measurable. Nevertheless, there were differences in levels of acceptability and perceived theasurability.

Content from the Delivery of Instruction, Classroom Management, and Evaluation of Student
Progress categories was most acceptable to The respondents. In addition, they showed a preference
for items which addressed student instructional needs, process and context type criteria, and high
inference items. The least acceptable content was from the Professional Leadership, Planning for
Instruction, and Basic Communication Skills Categories. Input type criteria and low inference
criteria were also rated low in acceptability.

Perceived measurability was highest for low inference items, outcome type criteria, and
Planning for Instruction content. Some content which was not included in the Tennessee list (e.g.,
years of experience, certification level, knowledge of subject) was also rated high in measurabil4
Perceived measurability was lowest for high inference items, input type criteria, and Basic
Communication Skills content

The third research question was:

To what extent will the content and characteristics which teachers approve be related to the
content and characteristics of criteria utilized by the Maine pilot sites?

5
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This question was examined in a comparisOn of criteria tititiZed,iit
survey respondents fotind to be most and-least acceptable and measurable:Bo

,

incongruities_ were uncovered. .

When utilization level, was compared to aCceptabil4 levelagrernént as eyi4eht lfor
Planning for Justruction andBasic CoMmuniCatiOn'Skills. The:y were d!sfworellyotlthsites
and the respondents. Disagreement Was ,evident for:ProfesSional Leaderihip, Content:It váthe
most frequently utilized but least acceptable category.

The sites and ,die respondentS agreed on .tinee criteijA tVpes. tiey-botk-fa*orelf 04*
criteria but did not favor input and outcome types. They diSagreed on contextcriteri#,-Whie,,the

respondents rated high.
Agreement was also evident for inference level. High inference items were extensively

utilized and were more acceptable than low inference_ items.,,
Fewer congruities were evident when the perception of Measnr?bility wasconsideit

was only one content category and one criteria typeforwhich toCal tooiq.,*0
and perceived measurability levels matched. Basic Conminnication Skills 0404:0
criteria received low ratings on each. These were,also the onlitWo OiataCteriSi4for#1*,
was a match between acceptability and measurabil4,The characteriSties whielt were ratecttiOlii
measurability were rated low in both utilization and acceptability.

Conclusions
The preceding results led to conclusions regarding: teachers' criteria preferences, the unreso*ed

problem of measurability, and the effect of allowing criteria lists to be developed locally.

Teacher Preferences
The survey diseoiered some useful generalizations about teacher pereeptionS, of, criteria

from different content categories and different criteriatypes. Three gentraliiationS aliOniteactier
preferences are pertinent to those who wish to have their lists aceepted _On a bivad baSIS.,,s1

First, the respondents agreed that most ,topies .fronr the survey shOuld.be:includedin .art
outstanding teacher definition. Thirty-one of the forty-tWo topics- were dqfptabl!, tq i-vottt.y-ove
percent or more of the respondents. All but four items -were acceptable to a Majority
Teachers appeared to 1;elieve that an outstanding teacheer would be characteriied by _Many
different qualities. No single quality or group of qualities clearly stood out as Most important. This
generalization was supported in the comments made by ten respondents who noted lithe
questionnaire margins that all categories were equally impoitant. .

_ .

Acceptability responses were also evenly distributed across content categories. All categories
were rated in the acceptable range, althoughProfessional Leadership placedlast in every analysis
of acceptabil4 This led to the inference that teachers wotild favor a list Which placect equal
emphasis on all content, except Professional Leadenhip and some ,particular items front The

"Other" category (certification level and years of teaching experieuce).
Second, an important generalization emerged whett individual' criteria were examined

without regard to their category. The most highly favored items related to subject matter, students,

or classrooms. Respondents gave the loWest aceeptability ratings to criteria that related to peripheral
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issues stich as (a) extra curricularactiviii0, (b)yekIrs of teaching expeiknte,icicertifi ta
otipp,,..-.s.7:,-_- -.-

(d) physical arrangement of the elauroom, andl.(e),Use of : itie4;.'ontside-L, e dom)nj :'
respondents' view, outstandingteaChersi440008e4,1k4-41.c.b-40,0!.:T, Cir.,..#11t#041!...,.,

,-
_:.

children. They should not be judged- Otil-the,:ba:iiOf;CritertatsuekW_, thOtr4n ,i)le. ,1,10:::.

, LeadershiRcategory, which deal,with activi ' -OUti4eihe;44;s4O* in: the:40-0,*, 0ctjil4en
This generalization was:AlsO sUpport441.10e3paift Ot4:pijy-,40:44:4:540*---,

-,,
In general, the respondents preferredfirOces.ipitetia. liciiiey4lib*pr4C;f4dSo0:05,71,
the context referred to the students' varying needs. ..Cleary,eti te;r,ii,..Aieh.:71*,,,..,,..to;diiiiip, -,1,... :: !
needs of students were the most aceeptableAo e.ilt,44-0.0lielilfrit*ri,i-:#1.0,e,T=T'as',FI-t q-

,
receive careful consideration in .the developmentot onotawfing,leolex*piec#on.,:piroran$,,,,.

.,--
Third, when respondents-comPared different criter*tYks,outeorneitents-wereo,ik;op!fie:

Items which related to student tests, assessment andl-ejlitatiOn44niced--iistAr,0000istAk,
acceptability This presented: a paradox: teacberi,preferied oit,f,oa ,syliio,40:01#4,:ctej*:;,:i:..
instructional needs, yet they did not favor criteria Which repOsented:_ibeffiOaCuifm*glib*;:ii 2, I -:4 ,.f,
well those needs are met. The contradiction is, similar to_ those distuiseit Under Me:iiiiii `-: :- .....,...

.,.

Measurabiliq

-, Three sections of the survey indicated that there were inconsistencies betWeen' theldn4 of

-::-
criteria which teachers preferred and those which theyperceivedaseasiestto measitte.Anaiyies
of criteria content, type, and inference level pointectto seyeratof tbetri,.,4,., ..;..-_..:-

,
Content. The three content categories which wererated'hig4.,stin aceeptabilityWerela:; in 7,

, the mid-range of measurability However, many of the inctividuat OptiFis., Wh44 were. most #4,0 titik _,..
were among those rated as most difficult to Measine. 8ome,relpondents(15)-entp
point. They commented that, in general, the qualidei which Were:Most:040*k to-0e4an
outstanding _teacher were either difficult or impossible to measure (e.g., motivatiOneinna' y,
intuitiveness). ,

x Conversely, one of the categories (Planning for Instruction) which, Was. ',,asi,- easieit_to rf...

,
measure was amOng the least acceptable. This was also true 'tor .*irc1-0- ten* u as;:It-''17.,:::_4'-' '- ,

certification level and years of experience. They were rated high in-Measurability 0-A0*#e. 4
x, bottom in acceptability. Thus selection of criteria firconvound.cci by the fact that aceeprOle

criteria were often seen as difficult to measure, and measurable criteria were often unacceptable.
Type. On one hand, several process items were rated most acceptable and easiest to iii*Sure

(among four types being compared by the respondents). On theOdterbandi several ppceSS.,items
.,.

which were rated high in acceptability were-rated next to loWest in ineasurabiliv. Conve*ii,l'our
outcome items which were rated first or second in measurahility wererated last or next_014.4t in
acceptability. In the section of the survey which examined _Ctiteyik_type, some 4,-,the4-firmit _,-
acceptable items were perceived as least measurable; and some of die least acceptable were leen as.,
mostmeasurable.

Inference Level. When tbe respondents compared high and low inference items, the most
,

acceptable were those which they perceived as least measurable. Teachers preferred high infcmce
items, bitt-perceived low inference items as easier to measure. peterson and Peterson (1984)
pointed out that evaluative criteria have been criticized for being high inference items whichwere



not measurable. The results of this: audy,indkated, that thejaame asrnv
outstanding:teacher criteria.,The sixteen.-Maine ts *ere cfornmated, y hi'
which Maine teachersAhOught wereleast _

In suMmary, it would be diffitilitto predi0Whakteachers*Ouldiperceiveas?botkacce
and measurable. Although the studyfOund an Ove poSitive,!'elatiofilhiphepv ih
and acCeptability of content and criteria typetheres*joire conten4 An InanyttMsfor_ ,
which acceptability and- measurability were ranked At,o te...1Pctte4i4
relationship was clear; acceptability and measurability were,--CorisistentlY at oppop extremes
Teachers did not prefer the specific, measurable,loVrinferente iterns.lea4teiXA
that certain kinds of criteria were easiest to measure,hut theywere not necesty willing tO acce t
them.

These results generate many questions about the feasibility of devel6pthg'usefti
basis of teacher preferences. Criteria used in the past were critiCii*d for being Ams
unmeasurable, but these same criteria are the kind which teacliers, in the survgi a
Selection program developers who wish to use acceptablev criteria will be tiCed Wi
measurement Somehow, they will need to convince teachers that specific criteria an
criteria can be applied fairly.

Local Development
The state's decision to rely on local groups to devise master teacher criteria appearxtolhave

been based on two assumptions: first, that local list development would lead to a variety_OffiltiAnd
approaches; and second, that teachers would know what Svas aCceptabie fo:.othet-:_teaCket*_
Involving local teachers in the selection of criteria might help ensure SOMe iariabihiy iOd SoMe
degree of acceptability to teachers atlarge.

The 'first assumption is not supported by the exaMination of suCklisti.All of the
one utilized criteria which were similar to those used in typical evaltration fOrnaj.!_theyory.e,
same categories which Wise, Darling-Hammond, McLaughlin, and Berstein 00454-01
(1982) found in their reviews of teacher evaluation procedUres.Thelocal iistii4ere OMB*:
uneven emphasis of the categories utilized. ProfessionalLeadership itenis dothinateCtinoit ofthe
lists. In addition, there was little variation in ,the way criteria were ,written,., Eighty freicent Of alt
items were of the process type, and-eighty-one' percent wereThigh-inference criteria.

Relying on local groups to devise master teacher criteria listsdl nOt lead to a great deal of
variability from site to site. On the basis of this Study, Oren of the siXteen Maine lists-appeared to
be more similar than they Were different Thii was particulariyevident in the COmmOn relianCe on
high, inference, process type, Professional Leadership criteria

The second asSumption was supported by many authOrs;but it was not entitely suppOtted by
this study Weeks (1985), SchleChty; JOsiin, Leak, arid HaneS(1985),Riddle andBt
(1984), for example, all encoMiged teacher involveMent in 'criteria deVelOpMent rhis Stu
not refute claims that tacher involvement ma local underst
which DarlinelaminOnd, -Wise, and Peise (1983) :felt-Was necessary ._Teaclier partkipatiomi ,m
criteria selectiori might increase acceptability for those who *ere directly involved, but it Might
not have an effect oti 'teachers Who were not.
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The Maine lists were developed with extensive teacher invoivement. 1acheiãcipaté4in ,
the development of all sixteen lists analyzed in this study For most of the Ws;,teachettCOM *lied
at least a majority of the criteria selection group. However, thoestiltirik tritpria',1**4. not
emphasize the content which was most accept.,ble to the teacherS itirVeyeeAlthO*MOst
content was acceptable to the respondents, the content whick they favored, leA re4iVed the
greatest emphasis in the local lists. V:

Limitations
The findings and conclusions which are discussed above provide considerable infonnatión

for criteria list developers. Before examining the implications of these_results, it is neceffiary tO
inform the reader of several limitations. First, the criteria lists Were treated as,thoughtliey,*ele an
exhaustive representation of the site's master teacher concept. However, use of selectIonproc ures
which included (a) interviews, (b) recommendations from other protessionaIs, (c) peñonaIp
and (d) classroom observations indicated that unlisted faelors may haVe becnan iporntjirof
the local definitions. These factors were not assessed in the survey The reader thirst be CantiOned
about assuming that the lists represent all aspects of the teacher selectiot4rOcesS.

Second, while the sample appeared to represent the deniographic characterittics ot;the
population of Maine teachers, the response rate was 37%. Although One Can only speculate ahOut._
the non-respondents, it is clear chat the respondent group does not includeteachers who were not
motivated by the topic and the survey. Whether this depressed or inflated acceptability SCOTcs
remains open to conjecture. It is reasonable to assume that responses would have varied mdie
widely if the opinions of unwilling respondents had been assessed.

Third, the reliabflity of those parts of the survey which examined criteria items May have
been affected by the wording of the items. When a criteria characterisdc was beingassessed, every
attempt was made to keep the other two characteristics constant; but, this may not haVe been
completely successful.

Finally, the survey results were more homogeneous than expected. this led to the imPortant
findings that teachers were willing to accept a broad variety of content andyiewed most content as,
measurable. On the other hand, this homogeneity made it difficult to distinguish between levels
of acceptability and measurability.

Implications
The major conclusion& discus.ied above imply policy or procedural considerations for

practitioners. They provide a basis for further work in three areas: (a) developing an acceptable
outstanding teacher criteria list; (b) addressing the problems associated with measurability; and (c)
involving local educators in list development.

List Acceptability
It appears from the survey results that teachers would favor a broad, comprehensive list which

covers all aspects of teaching. Nearly all of the content presented in the questionnaire was judged
acceptable. Teachers appeared to feel that an outstanding teacher was outstanding in all areas
surveyed. If more areas had been surveyed, tnose too might have been judged important.
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In their comments, some respondents suggested that the questionnaire_o'd not, and cOulds
not, cover allaspects of outstanding teachingSample comments included:

"There, are too many variablet to belisted:' ,

"I don't sense a recognition here of the complexity-of the issue."
"This questionnaire is far removed from the day to day occurrences and experienceS of

teachers in the classroom."
For some respondents, the whole list seemed off target Theysaw outstanding teachingas more
intangible than suggested by the questionnaireitems. For eXaMple:

"Teachers have been endowed with special caring andtitlentt from a!Yove."
"How do you critique intuitiveness, instincts, arid oi fashioned gut feeling whiCh we

subconsciously employ in the classmom?"
"... a lot of migie goes unrecognized!'
In 1925, Anna Riddle indicated that teachers thought it wasimpossible to Measure ,the,"WhOle

value" of a teacher's work. The survey results iinply that-Many teachers still think_thatrttoliS(Can,
represent all of the characteristics of an outstanding teacher. Teachers with this vieW are:hOilriCitio_ _

-- "be displeased with any list proposed.
Furthermore, the homogeneity of the respondents'. acceptibility ratings indiCateS,:that it

would be a mistake to use any fist which emphasized one topic overothers. It is dear thaiteiehers
in the sample did not want to be rated on professional Leadership criteria or Other items whiCh
related to what they did outside of their classrooms or in the absence ofstudents.`tioweier,.except
for a few unpopular items, all content appears to be almost eqtially iinpottant to, tea-chers..

In summary, the survey results indicate that in order to_ be!aCCepted by_teachefs,_ an
outstanding teacher criteria hst would need to (a) cover a broad range,of toPicsgplaceequaI
emphasis on most topics, (c) avoid items like those from the Professionaileadership category, ind
(d) whenever possible include items which relate directly to students.

Measurability
The respondents ranked few topics high in both acceptability and measurability. Teachers

often saw the most impOrtantitems as difficult to measure. If list developers sekctect outstapding,
teacher criteria on the basis of what teachers would accept, they would end up with many
unmeastirable items. Conversely, if they chose measurable criteria, they would have Many
unacceptable items,

This paradox will not be easily resolved. List developers will need to work closely with
teachers if they wish to arrive at a list which is both acceptable and measurable. This:study did
point out a few items which -were acceptable and measurable to most teaCheis. tist..developers
could begin with these particular items in order to earn the trust of partidpating tea0.

The application, of criteria has been a major problem in past re- cognition plans thalt failed.
1 ,,tis study may help implementors select acceptable criteria, but this would onlybe thefits(step.
They would also need to develop evaluation procedures which,were More acceptah`ethan those
used in the past. In order to make-.'these procedures Work, it appeatEthat low inference:and
outcome criteria should be used. Low inference criteria have been _recOgnized by evaluation
critics and by the teachers in this study as the most measurable kind. UnleSsiheyare utilized,
application of criteria will be subject to rater bias and cries of unfairness will undoubtedly be
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heard.putcome criteria are needed in order to satisfy the calls for accourp,-iilityoucatiihi#ftier,
and reformers, as well, often focus on student outconte- Criteria strek as achie**eiii-te#***

The problem with outcome and -IOW inference criteria, hellireve-OSTIhoit a-Tite=
favored by teachers. Outcome items which wotild ide.ntifyOutitaridi4reaChitOti_ thebasiso
results and demonstrated student achievement were anionethe-least*eptaget Wile;

inference items were consisteltly rated low =in acceptahilhy: scyl#4.4_ 01 r
dislike outcome and low inference criteriabecaurse theY*400t*A00:- be held 4.ccounta ble
their work The literature suggests otherwise; teachers pnbabiy feared iaecai se_
did not feel that they would be interpreted fairly. If these
implementors must convince teachers that criteriaWilrheapPlifkirripartially-and,Oh4eCtkelK

Another reason to utiLze low inference items is the-need-to make selettiohilii_C'" Urei-

defensible. If the selection plan involves monetary-rewards or prOmotionS;legal_Chafterr

administrative appeais can be expcctea frOm teachers who feel-they are unlistly fleir
To defend their selection procedures, those responahle Will have to-ShoWt.4*-ott4i
objective and measurable. Unless the criteria are low inference, this,will be,7diffiCUlt*

Given the many potential conflicts between acceptahilityand measurability which this itti4
,

uncovered, the profession may not be prepared to deal with_the reeognOori-ot Certain-le

more outstanding than others. Before recognition plans can be acceptable to teachei, it appears
that the paradox of acceptdbffity and measurability needs to be resolyed.This Study ih:, catesithat
teachers would accept a definition based on what they do in their 4classrooms ;with _Ch' dien.

However, they are not yet convinced that these processes can be measured objectively.

Local List Development
One respondent commented that a "just and fair" list could not be devised because "situations

and conditions are so variable across the state." Anticipation of such criticism was_prObably the

main hnpetus for allowing local list development during the pilo, period.Allowing local:pflOtSites

to develop their own criteria lists was expected to result in lists which varied aceording*? loc-4
needs. However, the sixteen lists were not very different from each other or from lists produced in

other places for teacher evaluation purposes.
In several sites, this similarity was the obvious result of heavy reliance on the Tennessee

model. In other sites, it may have reflected the difficulty of defining otits ing teaching without

relying on some already familiar base. The language of typical teacher eval forms or of
effective teaching literature may have been the only common base for developing master teacher

criteria lists.
Another factor contributing to this uniformity may have been the Master TeacherCertification

pilot process. Each pilot site was charged with the establishment of teacher support teanr which

would be partially staffed by master teachers. The master teachers on these teams would act as

mentors for other teachers whn were being supported for recertification purposes. The heaVy

reliance on Professional Leadership and Delivery of tnstruction criteria may have occurred in
anticipation of the mentoring role which master teachers would be eirpected to play. These kinds

of criteria may have been chosen because they reflected the e ;Hs needed tohelp other teachers in

their classrooms.
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This presents an interesting dileMMa: If master teachersare seleCtedioRta4rewfrotrik;t,,_,;_.,
schools, the Criteria used to select thenishould be relatedtothat-role;,HOiklie.,;:thre-
the Same criteria which moUld- identify the ,perSons' Who,areliteldjrti,higheitA,
teachers. The mst outstanding tc#hei may:0141*s ::: y thnc,:,49,
needed to work with other teachers is a inenton_etatuatorkstaffdeyelopertorcunt,,L
Criterialor recogrrizirt outstandingteachersmaY .O'b.e,;di\fferenffrcirn:crfterlaitOr3rteTe4rg

,--- _,.,-- --; ,,,-, ,,y,.., .._.,-,
teachers to fillnew.,roles Michas those.prOposed-tund_;,eril,3'atTenW#Tiplm*X

Extensive teacher partiripaaon in Atectethe Selectif Mairr4jriteria--..was.,eXpttOrrreas_e .,--
on o

. -, - -_. :,:z.,-,_:f ,,, ,,,,:. ,
their acceptability to other -teachers..-Howeyen-itAictOpestritztn,--the se1ectIpn4thsmxtt
acceptable list contentidentified by the survei As iiointeitOut Previously, thel'ilite,e11,40114.0sts,_
emphasized professional leaderihip criteria which' Wereleast afcciptabieto:ahroad_cror:-.:40,ion.__,,,,,_-

,

of Maine teaChers.
The Ultimate contribution of local, list -deVelopment -may- not haye_beeri':ori , -_ .,,,,..

variability. It may have simply been die in:yohremehrotteachersi,4may hate been alga
_-_-_,_..-, -,

-- , ,-.A-..! -,,_-_,,,,--,,...,,,:v4:-_, -....,,... ...,,s4..-....,-,,,,,v,e,

teachers a feeling of control over their own profession.Time ina effort could haVe.been savei
statewide list of acceptable criteria had _bee ri-develop-eifanifit- approach
would-have reduced opportunides for participation'attheloCal level. --.., . .

-,,-,
. _4.

Summary of Implications
'

'...2,4i- _

It will be difficult to devise a list of criteria which completely dnes an outefistandingtea er.
.

Teachers would expect such a definition tcf be extensive and possibly exhausrive. They See,thany
criteria'as equally important.'

In addition, many of the qualities required of an outstanding_ teacher are _very_ :lOw in:
perceived measurability. In particular, when an imp_riant and acceptable 'factor isreduCedvto a

_

low inference measurable criterion, it is likely to become unacCepta*. .. -f-- '_ i'-i---,1,,,:-,:7,,,,:.,__-

Local list development will not necessarily lead to vatiabilityamongliSts, non-will itrieCtisiril:
lead to criteria which are acceptable to a broad crass-section of teachers.-It- May, hoWevTrn,,:-.helP
garner teacher support by giVing them a role in their own recognition-PrOgran

Fortunately, some of the criteria content which were-needed and afioptect_by Maine'sOot
sites appeared to be both acceptable and measurable. Thete topics mayprovicleagoOd-srarang,
point for future efforts. Nevertheless, this study indicated that problems of measurabilitywill need

-d--

continuing attention. Extensive collaboration t'setween teachers and program deVelopersmill be- ,

needed if criteria lists are to improve and if application procedures are #.3 lie perceived:as fair.
..
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